There is much to be admired in this thoroughly researched work on the history of German occultism between 1877 and 1937. It should, however, be read in combination with and almost as a sequel to Diethard Sawicki\'s similar, but more wide ranging, seminal study, *Leben mit den Toten: Geisterglauben und die Entstehung des Spiritismus in Deutschland 1770--1900* (Paderborn, 2002). Although presented by the author as a blend of cultural history and the history of science, it might be more precise to see *A science for the soul* as a major contribution to a new and exciting field of research that has increasingly taken shape in recent years---not the least since the establishment of the journal *Aries* in 2001---i.e. the history of western esotericism, with all its numerous varieties and ramifications.

Starting with the well-known and oft-discussed "knot experiments" performed by the Leipzig astrophysicist Karl Friedrich Zöllner (1834--1882) together with his American medium "Dr" Henry Slade in 1877, Treitel divides her analysis into three distinct parts---'The occult in context', 'The occult in action' and 'Policing the occult'---each consisting of three chapters. Analysing a rich body of contemporaneous literature, largely consisting of pamphlets and articles published in remote and quite obscure but often beautifully polemical journals, together with visual sources and archival material, Treitel situates the *fin-de-siècle* German occult movement and its main protagonists---such as Carl du Prel (1839--1899), Wilhelm Hübbe-Schleiden (1846--1916), and Albert von Schrenck-Notzing (1862--1929)---in a variety of historical contexts. These extend from the history of medicine and the early years of psychology and psychoanalysis to art history as exemplified in the paintings of Wassily Kandinsky. Thus, she successfully demonstrates that such intense dealing with the supernatural in various forms of belief and practice actually represented a quite widespread, yet scarcely uncontested activity in the *Kaiserreich* and after, which was not only not limited to the margins of society but also went hand in hand with an emerging consumer culture. Interwoven in her analyses are a number of case studies, for instance on criminal mediumism, and the 1902/3 *cause célèbre* of Anna Rothe. Charged with claiming to materialize physical objects during her séances, Rothe was eventually found guilty of fraud after a long and much-publicized trial, which even attracted the attention of the *New York Times*. Treitel is clearly at her best when close-reading this case and analysing the various players and their strategic moves in what she terms a "battle for epistemological authority" (p. 185) in which questions of evidence, expertise and professional self-interest were at stake.

Yet, there is no light without shade. While very little in this study can be criticized on the empirical level, some of Treitel\'s more general claims seem one-sided and at times overstated. Thus, although confirmed time and again (and quite rightly so), the fundamental connection (as suggested in the title) between the occult and *the* German Modern (whatever that may be) is not as carefully explored in detail as would have been desirable. Is it really so surprising that they were inextricably intertwined and the one actually part of the other? The overlapping, yet hardly congruent terms "occultism" and "spiritualism" are used almost as synonyms. Yet much more irritating is the fact that long-existing scholarship on this very subject is not always treated fairly. Nowhere is Sawicki\'s study discussed *in extenso* or at least directly addressed, nor does Treitel make much use of Helmut Zander\'s brilliant work on the history of metempsychosis and theosophy, or Christoph Meinel\'s detailed account of the Zöllner case. It is not surprising then that such a limited reception of state-of-the-art historiography sometimes leads to rash and, hence, not always convincing judgements. In particular, the oft-repeated argument that "discussion of the German occult movement has focused almost exclusively on the supposedly occult roots of National Socialism" (p. 84) is simply inept. It can only be maintained because the post-1970s, largely non-teleologic literature is not fully taken into account. Last but not least, in the meticulously assembled appendices most detailed data on often quite obscure occult societies, associations, publishers and other institutions can be found (another reason for which this book can literally be called groundbreaking for future research), but Treitel is much less apt in identifying, isolating and discussing specific trains of thought, discursive patterns and sets of arguments in a *longue durée* perspective. Thus, we do indeed learn a lot on the "how, where, and why" (p. 24)---but the "what" is somewhat neglected. However, if it is true that good books should end by posing better questions than those asked at the outset, Treitel\'s impressive study, together with Sawicki\'s work on the preceding period, will certainly soon establish itself as an authoritative account of this particular variant of alternative modernities.
